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MISSION SAN FRANCISCO DE LA ESPADA - This mission,
known popularly as "La Espada," the sword, was founded
originally on the Medina River but moved to San Antonio in
1730 because of hostile Indian raids. The first of the five
San Antonio missions to be constructed of stone, and like
nearly all Texas missions, Espada was established by the
Franciscans and named for the founder of that order, St.
Francis of Assisi. It received the title of La Espada because of
its tower built in the shape of a sword hilt.

TOWER OF THE AMERICAS - Opened in 1968 as the theme
structure for San Antonio's HemisFair, this 750 foot visitor
attraction is located on the southeastern edge of the downtown area in the heart: of HemisFair Plaza. The Tower has
observation levels plus a revolving Tower of the Americas
Restaurant. From the restaurant or observation levels one can
see a magnificent panorama of the city and nearby Texas Hill
Country.
San Antonio

Convention

and Visitors

Bureau

EVENTS IN SAN ANTONIO DURING THE ANNUAL MEETING
March 24-27 - San Antonio Little Theater
"J oseph and the Amazing Technicolor
for
professional
advancement

ACJS ANNUAL

MEETING

Dreamcoat"

Through March 27 - Fiesta Dinner Playhouse
"Death Trap"
March 21 - San Antonio Symphony
Guest artist - Richard Stolzman,

clarinet

Hyatt Regency Hotel
San Antonio,
Texas
March 22-26

Beginning March 6 - San Antonio Museum of Art
Special exhibit - Contemporary
works of regional

See you there!

Beginning March 27 - San Antonio Museum of Art
140 works by David Smith, painter, sculptor, draftsman

artists

president 's
--II
message
HE 1983 ANNUAL MEETING program Chair,
Dr. Larry Johnson, has informed me that our
program in San Antonio will include approximately
140 sessions. We are appreciative of the support of
ACJS in this important way by participants in the
annual meeting. The presentation of scholarly papers
is at the center of the Academy's purposes.
Regretfully, I must add a
note of exhortation
to our
mem bership. Last year in
Louisville we experienced a
considerable problem with
individuals
not appearing
for their scheduled panel
participation. I probably do
not need to elaborate upon
the inconvenience and irritation this causes. The problem has been the necessity
of scheduling sessions into Saturday afternoon in
order to accommodate the number of quality papers
submitted.
Our efforts to minimize the problem
include requiring all program participants
to preregister for the meeting. However, this is clearly not
a guarantee that a scheduled participant will appear.
In the final analysis, the program participants have
a commitment to fulfill their responsibilities to assure
colleagues of a fruitful meeting of high quality. I
expect all participants to make every effort to appear
at their panel sessions. In rare instances when last
minute exigencies prohibit attendance, the scheduled
participant
has a personal obligation to arrange a
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Contributions to ACjS Today should be sent to Vincent
J. Webb, Center for Applied Urban Research, University
of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, NE 68182. The next
issue will be published in May, and the deadline for
receipt of copy and advertising is April 15.
Advertising rates are:
Full page
$125 (7y," x 10")
Half page
75 (7y," x 5")
Two full columns
100 (4%" x 10")
Two half columns
65 (4%" x 5")
One column
50 (2 3/8" x 10")
Half column
25 (23/8" x 5")
Mechanicals must be camera ready. Typesetting service
is available. Checks should be made payable to the
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences.

substitute (someone to read a paper or serve as an
informed discussant or chair). Please help us eliminate
the problem of "no-shows" at our annual meeting.
Once again, we are indeed happy that the San
Antonio program will be a full one. Our annual
meeting continues to grow both quantitatively
and
qualitatively. We are looking forward to seeing you
there.
- Larry Hoover

from the editor ...
HIS ISSUE brings to a close the 1982-83 version
of ACjS Today. We have learned a lot in producing this and the past five editions. Hopefully,
much of what has been learned will result in an
improvement in the quality of next year's editions.
A number of regular features will be implemented
for 1983-84 beginning with the May issue. One will
be a section that reports news related to the regional
associations. In May we hope to publish a directory
of regional officers to facilitate inter-regional communication as well as communication
between the
regional and national
organizations.
The success
of this feature will depend on information sent to us
by the regions. Each is being asked to designate a
contact person for ACjS Today.
Another feature that will be instituted is a section
that reports on professional and career developments
of the membership. Promotions, resignations, leaves,
and publications
are the sort of items that will
be reported. Members are encouraged to bring these
news items to our attention.
One additional feature that will be implemented is
a section on program developments.
New degree
programs, curriculum innovations, and research projects are the types of items that will be reported on in
this section. Program chairs are encouraged to inform
ACjS Today about such developments.
We are always looking for ways to improve ACjS
Today. Please drop me a line if you have any suggestions. I'll be at the meeting in San Antonio and I'll be
happy to discuss the newsletter with you.
Finally. sincere thanks to all of you who have
contributed
items for publication in ACjS Today.
Your contributions
have made this newsletter
possible.
I'd like to call your attention to the comments by
Paul LaChance about Sam Walker's article in the
October issue. They will be found on page 3. This and
the thoughtful article by Dennis Sullivan beginning
on page 4 are the types of contributions we welcome.
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See you in San Antonio ...
- Vince Webb

What have civil liberties

ever done
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for crime victims? Plenty!
Another view
By Paul A. LaChance
Mesa College
Grand Junction, CO

I

N THE OCTOBER,1982 issue of ACjS
Today published
by the Academy
of Criminal Justice Sciences Professor
Walker attempts to make us believe that
the ACLU and its affiliate organizations
are the good guys in the fight against
cnme.
The purpose of this essay is not to
attack Professor Walker on a personal
basis but rather point out, from a different perspective,
obvious flaws in his
logic. The Civil Libertarians would have
us believe that by allowing a known
felon to roam our streets that they are
in fact protecting
victims from future
acts of victimization.
Before I wander
off into my philosophical
thoughts I'd
like to agree with the author on several
points.
The landmark cases of Mapp, Miranda,
and Escobedo have indeed helped the
police in becoming
better attuned
to
the fine points of law. A minor point
of disagreement is that these cases have
not stimulated
"police professionalism"
since following the law is not, and never
has been,
synonomous
with
professionalism. Higher educational
levels and
improved
training
curricula
have also
helped the police in developing optimal
intrapersonal
responses in their assigned
duties.
True again is the fact that police
shootings
are down due to increased
training
emphasis
on when to shoot,
how to shoot, and of course, whom to
shoot. The question I ask here concerning
the intent of the article is how many
innocent people have been gunned down
by "hot dog" cops. If we look at legal
innocence as compared to factual innocence, I would venture to say that those
who are no longer with us have an
excellent recidivism rate.
Victims of Crime
The second half of the article deals
with the typical cry of all civil libertarians:
that the poor, minority, ghetto dwellers
are the true victims of crime.
At this point Professor Walker finally
explains his definition
of "victim." As

could very well be deduced, it is not the
victims of rape, murder,
child abuse,
burglary, assault, or any of the traditional
cnmes,
but rather
those unfortunate
victims
of an oppressive
capitalistic
society
that have been diagnosed
as
having
conflicting
cognitive
behavior
patterns.
According to his article the ACLU has
"an honorable
record in helping the
real victims of crime in America." (italics
mine) If the poor minority member who
lives in a ghetto is a real victim then
what is the 6-year-old girl who is raped
and butchered, the 65-year-old nun who
is carnally ravaged, the property owner
who dies in defense of his home? Are
they false victims? Are they just dreaming
all this damage? Are they themselves
real? Or are they products of a conspiracy
to eliminate the real victim through a
criminal justice system based on bourgeois
criminology?

When the ACLU
subverts the
intent of the Constitution, they are
making a mockery of a proud
document.

Professor Walker, if we are going to
talk about victims let's talk about real
victims;
those
that Durkheim
would
define as being offended by acts which
the majority of society would deplore.
I would venture to guess he is referring
to the traditional
felonies as we know
them and not the status of one's lot in
society.
A Common

Error

Thinking in terms of "crime victims"
as being caused by one's social status
is nonsense since this is a common error
made
in criminological
research.
The
simple fact that correlation is a necessary
sign of causation does not mean it is a
sufficient
indicator
of it. Arriving at
such a silly conclusion is analogous to
saying that the number of police officers
responding to a bank robbery is directly
related to the amount of money involved
in the robbery.
Your excellent
commentary
on the
progress of policing over the last 25 years
is nice, but what does it have to do with
helping the pregnant mother who was

savagely raped by a gang of delinquents?
Are you providing services such as psychological counseling for such victims? The
ACLU will help defend the delinquents
because they come from broken homes,
poor neighborhoods,
etc., right? Why not
help prosecute the people who caused the
miscarriage,
and personal,
family, and
community
embarrassment
to innocent
persons?
Because the police are not shooting as
many "innocent"
people, is that, in fact,
helping a victim of robbery or assault?
I'm very surprised that you did not call
for the elimination
of the carrying of
guns by the police. Then all victims
would have an equal chance of getting
killed. The police would also be gunned
down by the criminal (because they will
still have guns), but then they would not
be real victims would they? After all,
they are capitalistic representatives of the
established order.

Distorted

Version

The conservatives,
contrary
to your
opinion, do not blame the Constitution
for the crime problem. They are, in fact,
proud defenders of the original intent
of the Constitution-not
the distorted
and twisted version the ACLU advocates.
I'm rather confident that the writers of
the Constitution
did not intend to have
our basic laws interpreted
for a few to
the exclusion of the majority. And that
is what the ACLU is trying to do.
The Constitution
was very carefully
worded
so that it could be broadly
interpreted,
to be used as a basic legal
document
for free men to look to for
protection. When the ACLU subverts the
intent of the various clauses, they make
a mockery of a proud document.
Only the guilty hide behind your
circuitous definitions of the Constitution.
Those
of you
manifesting
minimal
trans-situational
precepts
have definite
negatively
oriented
stereotyped
social
identification
problems. Instead of constantly attempting to change the customs
of the majority for some odd individual,
you ought to be directing your vast
liberal resources toward the bettermen t
of society as a whole rather than squandering it on the thankless few.
In conclusion, the only real thing th.i t
civil liberties have done for the crime
victim is to increase his numbers.
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Anarchist criminology:
radical thinking
based in mutual aid
By Dennis Sullivan
St. Madeleine Sophie School

W

HOEVER
I TALK TO these days
seems to have been bitten in one
place or another by the bug of despair.
The origin of this bug can be traced to
our persisting
world tensions,
but it
goes even further back to a carelessness
about life that has found its way into our
most personal
relationships,
with our
spouses,
our colleagues,
our children,
our friends.
For many people this carelessness has
begun to take its toll, manifesting itself
in various forms of social paralysis. For
one, we seem to have lost a sense of
direction.
We are unsure
about
the
basics, what it means to be a man or a
woman, to be a partner in marriage, to
be part of a living community.
This
uncertainty,
despite our cultural barrage
of certification (certainty-producing)
rites,
has made us a nation with a case of
nerves!
Rollo May in his work Freedom and
Destiny speaks of the 50 million prescription slips that were written in the United
States for valium in a recent year-one for
every five people. And that's not including librium, equinil, miltown and all the
other sedatives we have come to accept
as part of our daily diet. At the same time
we have turned "therapy"
(the Greek
root means being listened to) into a
multi-million
dollar business as people
have to pay one another to listen as they
try to adjust to the conditions of carelessness.
A Sense of Balance
I keep asking myself what is it that's
got people so much on edge, so off center
with respect to their chemical balance
that they need to take manufactured
chemicals to restore themselves, to feel
sedated. Sedate
is another word for
being situated, for having a basis to one's
existence, for being grounded. Why is it
that we feel so un-grounded?' What has
shaken us up so much that we need to be
prescribed to professionally
for a sense
of balance?
I will stop here with the questions. To
go on with a complete listing of our
social ills only seems to make us more

nervous-just
thinking
about
our ills
seems to knock us off center. Yet we
persist in creating the social conditions
that unground us, though more and more
people seem to want to find a way out,
whatever
it takes, a way to reground
ourselves
as persons,
in communities
that provide some kind of support for
our struggle to be human.
Loss of Vision
I think we can attribute much of our
present loss of direction
to a loss of
vision. We are a people without a vision
and therefore without the basis of what
personal
wholeness,
a just society, a
moral community,
requires. To be without this basis is to be without a future,
for to have a vision is to have possibilities.
When we see something as possible, we
have taken the first step toward moving
beyond our paralysis.
But to create a vision of wholeness
or unity is not a matter of ease. It is
rather the opposite-a
matter of disease,
and filled with suffering, for to create a
new vision entails scrutiny
of all the
assumptions
we base our present lives
upon.
Change is always a matter
of
suffering. We all begin to see the necessity
of change when the pain of staying where
we are becomes greater than the pain of
facing an uncertain
future
elsewhere.
This is the crisis point our despair has us
at now.
Creating a vision of wholeness is not
an option we can take or leave. The
social, political,
and economic institutions of our present world order are
collapsing
at a rapid pace. With this
collapse comes an energy release and
momentum
that will not stop until it
reaches some kind of stabilization
and
re-ordering in the future.
Our choice seems to be, then, either
to work with this momentum
creatively
and cooperatively
by envisioning a sane
society for ourselves or to have that
vision set down for us by power institutions that will prevail amid the collapse.
The crimes of the age to come may well
be crimes of being different
from the
power
institutions,
crimes of being a
dissident, crimes of living by a personal
ethic that opposes the profit motive of
power institutions.

Editor's

Note:

Points
of view or opinions
expressed in this and other articles
in A CiS Today are those of the
author
and do not necessarily
represent
the official position of
the Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences nor AC]S Today. Written
comments are invited. Please type
and double space all copy submitted for publication.
More and more individuals are becoming aware of how an ethic based in profit
and greed, an ethic of ego satisfaction,
narcissism,
has crippled us personally.
More and more evidence points to the
failure of individualism as an ethic that
enhances survival. We see now it only
leads to the continual loss of grounding.
Yet we desire so very much to have
this grounding,
to have real fnends, to
live in a community
with a personal
basis, in which we are encouraged to be
ourselves, without
the constant
threat
of being fired or silenced for our true
participation
in what's going on about us.
How many times a day do we hear
people say, "If I really told him or her
how I really feel!"
Our vision of a just society must be
able to foster freedom
on the most
personal level and a solidarity that will
enable us to evolve as a world order,
from one based in power to one based in
needs-the
needs of all human beings, the
needs of all the energy systems that
support
life at every level-our
rivers,
our lakes, our clouds, our soil.
Beyond Politics
To equate active participation
with
voting once a year or even, for that
matter, ten times a year is to wash our
hands of what a peaceful future requires.
The solution we require is beyond politics,
beyond life based in representation.
To
live through representatives
is to consign
our responsibility
to another. While in
exchange we might inherit certain rights,
this consignment
of responsibility
has
allowed power systems to bring social
life to a halt. The world is now too
small and interdependent
for some to
carry the weight of others, that is, to
speak iri their behalf. In our global village
each of us must struggle to discover our
own voices and speak for ourselves.
This speaking
for ourselves
is the
development
of character.
Character
is
our inner breath, our demon, given the
expression
it needs. If it is not given
vent (voice), we create the conditions
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of despair,
the no-hope
of having a
voice in what influences our daily lives.
Ultimately the denial of our voice is a
denial of the body, which leads to the
loss of grounding we have been talking
about.
Personal Responsibility
What needs to be done? We need to
create small, decentralized
communities
in which
personal
responsibility
for
what we do has some meaning. That is,
communities based in simplicity, the kind
of simplicity E.G. Schumacher spoke of
in Small Is Beautiful. But whenever such
a proposal is made people become hostile.
They retort, "Well, where is it! Where are
these communities you are talking about!
Where is this vision of justice! This whole
society! "
We have become so used to following
directives,
to living out the prepared
text of social and political programs
imposed upon us from above that many
of us cannot fully accept the fact that we
can and must create this vision ourselves,
collectively, and that the vision will have
meaning in proportion to the number of
those who actively participate
in its
creation, who refuse to consign responsibility to others.
For many criminologists
such a proposal may sound far beyond the bounds
of what they were taught criminologists
ought to be talking about. Today in particular much of what goes on as criminological study has come to be data analysis
for making organizations
more administratively efficient or cost-effective.
But
what we are talking about here is far
beyond
econometrics.
We are talking
about an economics that fosters the full
and active participation
in life for everyone, according
to what each needs.
Economies
based in just deserts and
rights will only continue to eat away at
our grounding.
Taking a Risk
The picture we have drawn is not
something foreign to our everyday lives,
for we hear people day after day after
day complain about how power debases
their sense of self, in their jobs, their
marriages,
their business relationships.
What we are talking about here is taking
the risk to free ourselves from these
debasing conditions,
creating life conditions that allow for the dissolution of
power. That means on the most personal
level that each of us has to stop fighting
to get into power; we all create the
world order ourselves.
This freeing will require an ethic

PASEO DEL ALAMO - San Antonio

River extension

based in shared responsibility
for life,
in mutual
aid. Anarchist
criminology
can help here, for it is radical thinking
based in shared responsibility
for life,
in mutual aid, in a vision of justice in
which the needs of all are met regardless
of life status or political boundaries. At
least in the pieces listed in the short
bibliography
below it is also radical
thinking based in non-violence.
It is a
peaceful alternative, for anarchists believe
that means are ends!

aid, rather than through the individualized purchase of care as a marketed commodity.
For those
interested
in beginning
upon creating a vision of a peaceful
society, let me suggest some recent works
that discuss issues of crime and justice
from
an anarchist
perspective,
works
that seek to further our understanding
of what is entailed in creating a free and
peaceful world order.
Bibliography

A New Way of Life
Whenever the need to envision a new
way of life is brought up, some people
will deny the need out of fear, the fear
that they will lose even more of their
grounding, as shaky as it might already
be. A clear, well-defined vision of justice
does not dissolve grounding but solidifies
it. It restores a sense of gravity to our
lives, and it is gravity that keeps us close
to the ground. With our feet on the
ground the design of the universe can
speak in us. Our study of harms and
justice will be tied to the earth and each
other. We will speak with a voice that will
not be harnessed by job or grant funding
restraints.
To begin upon our vision of a just
society does not mean we will eliminate
all forms of harm or mental and social
disintegration.
Our harms and hurts and
indifferences
to each other come with
the territory of being human, with the
struggle for freedom
and personhood.
What we seek is not to eliminate something but to create the means to face our
social ailments, our needs, cooperatively,
on a face-to-face level, through mutual

Hal Pepinsky. "Communist Anarchism As An
Alternative to the Rule of Criminal Law."
Contemporary Crises 2 (July), pp. 315-334;
also, "Humanizing Social Control." Humanity and Society (August, 1982), pp, 227-242.
Dennis Sullivan. The Mask of Love: Corrections

In America-Toward A Mutual Aid Alternative. (Port Washington, NY: Kennikat Press,
1980); also, "Mutual
Aid: The Social
Basis of Justice and Moral Community."
Humanity and Society (August, 1982), pp.
294-302.
Dennis Sullivan and Kathryn Callaghan. "The
Crime of Certification: Casting Out What's
No Longer Profitable To The Corporate/
State/Professional Complex." Paper prepared for the annual meeting of American
Society of Criminology, 1982 meetings,
Toronto, Canada. For copies write to Dennis
Sullivan, Box 262, Voorheesville, NY.
Larry Tifft. "The Coming Redefinitions of
Crime: An Anarchist Perspective." Social
Problems. Vol. 26, No.4
(April, 1979),
pp, 392-402; also, "Capital Punishment
Research, Policy and Ethics: Defining
Murder and Placing Murderers." Crime
and Social Justice. No. 17, pp. 61-68.
and Dennis Sullivan. The Struggle
To Be Human: Crime, Criminology and
Anarchism. (Cienfuegos Press: Box 105,

Larry Tifft

Mt. Pleasant,M I.)
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Criminal justice study conference

CJCD HAS EXPANDED
TO INCLUDE ARTICLES

to be held in 3 European countries

Criminal justice Career Digest (CjCD),
a monthly
publication
designed to communicate
current employment
vacancies
in the criminal justice field, has expanded
its format to publish articles addressing
the many
facets
of career
selection,
training,
advancement,
motivation,
and
development.
The
editor-in-chief
will
entertain
other topics, and these areas
will be decided
on an individual
basis
with the contributor.
CjCD will continue
to furnish
its
free listing service to any agency, firm,
or institution
seeking to fill a criminal
justice or related position.
CjCD is distributed
nationwide
and is
available
at a $30 annual subscription
fee. Writer's
guidelines
and a sample
copy are available upon request. Direct
all inquiries
to Dr. I. Gayle Shuman,
Editor-in-Chief,
P.O. Box 565, Phoenix,
AZ 85001; (602) 582-2002.

A Criminal justice
Education
Conference will be held III Germany, France,
and England
from April 2 to April 9.
Sponsored
by
the
International
Society of Law Enforcement
and Criminal
Justice
Instructors,
the trip includes
visits and official receptions
at Scotland
'yard in London, the Training Center for
the anti-terrorist
squads of the German
Border Police (Grenzpolizei)
in Bonn,
the
International
Police
Organization
(Interpol)
in Paris,
and the French
Security Police (Surete) in Paris.
All air transportation
is being provided
by
Lufthansa
German
Airlines
via
scheduled
rou tes, all ground transportation is via DeLuxe coach, and all hotel
accommodations
are first class.
The trip qualifies for a tax deduction
for educational
expenses
(registration

fees, cost of travel, meals, and lodging)
under Treasury Regulation
1,162-5, and
qualifying
participants
will be awarded
70 continuing
education
credits (CEUs)
as well as a certificate
of achievement.
Co-sponsored
by the National Association of State Directors of Law Enforcement Training, the cost for air and land
transportation,
hotel
accommodations,
continental
or buffet
breakfasts
daily,
receptions
and cocktail
parties,
visits
to the official agencies, and tuition is
$1,259.00 per person, plus 10 percent
taxes and handling charges. Also included
is a one-year
free membership
in the
sponsoring organization.
To receive a brochure with all details,
call (617) 371-0010, or write to K. Peter
Kien, ISLECjI,
51 Seven Star Lane,
Concord, MA 01742.

Now available
Crime Related Education:
Faculty Roles, Values and Expectations

Jack R. Greene
Timothy S. Bynum
Vincent J. Webb

T

HIS MONOG RAPH reports
the resu Its of the
national faculty survey conducted
for the Joint
Commission
on Criminology
and Criminal
Justice
Education and Standards.
Faculty, more than any other component,
determine
the ultimate quality of the criminal justice field.
Who are these faculty? What preparation
and training
have they had? How do they enter the field? What do
they do? What do they believe about themselves, their
work, and about criminal justice? These are some of the
questions that are addressed.
Chapters
are included on the demographic
characteristics of faculty;
patterns
of entry into the field
including
career concerns;
self-assessment,
values, and
attitudes;
and attitudes
toward
crime and criminal
justice.
To

order

FACULTY,
the coupon

your

copy

of

CRIME

RELATED

EDUCATION:

ROLES,
VALUES,
AND EXPECTATIONS,
mail
below with your check or official purchase requisi-

tion to: Joint Commission on Criminology
and Criminal Justice
Education
and Standards,
University
of Illinois
at Chicago
Circle, Chicago, I L 60680.

Prepared for the
Commission on Criminology and
Criminal Justice Education
and Standards

J oint

Please send

copies ($3.50 each) to:

Name

Street/nu mber

City/state/zip

_

_

AAAS competition offers $1000
Submission of entries in the 1983 competition for the AAAS socio-psychological
prize of $1,000 is invited. Established
in 1952 with funds donated by Arthur
F. Bentley, the prize is awarded annually
for a meritorious
paper that furthers
understanding
of human psychologicalsocial-cultural
behavior.
The prize is
intended to encourage the development
and application of the kind of dependable
methodology
in social inquiry that has
proved so fruitful in the natural sciences.
Entries should present a completed
analysis of a problem, the relevant data,
and interpretation
of the data in terms
of the postulates with which the study
began. Purely empirical studies, no matter
how important,
and purely theoretical

Denver

is site
of ASC meeting
The American Society of Criminology
has issued a call for papers for its 35th
annual meeting to be held in Denver
November 9 to 13 at the Denver Marriott
Hotel in the City Center.
Those desiring to organize a session,
serve as a discussant, or present a paper
should contact the appropriate program
committee member or the chair, Joseph
E. Scott, Department
of Sociology, The
Ohio State
University,
300 Administration Building, Columbus, OH 43210;
(614) 422-5086. A list of the program
committee and the topical areas is available from him. The deadline for submissions is April 1.
Entries in the 1983 ASC Gene Carte
student
paper
cornpetmon
are also
solicited. Any student currently enrolled
on a full-time
basis in an academic
program at either the undergraduate
or
graduate level is eligible.
Entries
in the student
competition
should be submitted to Professor Dean G.
Rojek, Department of Sociology, Baldwin
Hall, University of Georgia, Athens, GA
30602. Three copies must be provided
by April 1.
Monetary prizes of $300, $150, and
$100 will be given for first, second, and
third places in the student competition.
Registration materials may be obtained
from the ASC office,
1314 Kinnear
Road, Suite 212, Columbus, OH 43212.
All program participan ts must register
for the annual meeting.

prize

formulations,
no matter how thoughtful,
are not eligible.
The winning entry will be selected by
a committee of judges appointed by the
AAAS executive officer in consultation
with officers of the AAAS sections on
anthropology
(H), psychology
0), and
social, economic,
and political sciences
(K). The prize will be presented at the
1984 Annual Meeting in New York City,
May 24-29.
Unpublished
manuscripts
and manuscripts published after January
1, 1982
are eligible. The deadline for receipt of
entries is September 15, 1983. For entry
blank
and instructions,
write to the
AAAS Executive Office, Eighth Floor,
1776 Massachusetts Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

GUARD FORCE PROGRAM
OFFERED BY ASIS
A two-day workshop on the topic of
guard force management
will be held
February
14-15 at the Ramada Court
of Flags Hotel, Orlando, FL.
The agenda includes discussions and
presentations
in data processing in guard
force
management,
using
technology
for
guard
force
control,
scheduling
techniques,
training
the guard force
manager, auditing the guard operation,
improving guard force productivity,
risk
management,
theory X vs. theory Y,
participative
guard force management,
and measuring guard effectiveness, among
others.
Program Chairman Randy Brock of
Brock International
Security Corporation
has brought together a faculty from all
over the United States. It includes Bruce
Brownyard,
W.H. Brownyard
Corporation; Timothy
Burgunder,
The Presbyterian
Hospital;
Dr. Richard
Farmer,
University
of New Haven; Val Grava,
Hartford Insurance Group, New Haven;
Paul T. Hilf, Advance Security,
Inc.;
Paul Larsen, Aetna Life & Casulty; and
Dr. James
Poissant,
The Wackenhut
Corporation.
Security managers, training directors,
operations
managers,
supervisors
of
guard forces, personnel
directors,
and
security
watch
supervisors
all should
consider attending this meeting.
Fees for the course are $295 for ASIS
members
and $385 for nonmembers.
For further information contact Lewis
Schneider, 2000 K St. N.W., Suite 651,
Washington, D.C. 20006; (202) 331-7887.
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WSSA TO MEET
IN ALBUQUERQUE

The Western Social Science Association
Meeting
in Albuquerque,
New
Mexico,
April 27-30,
will feature
a
session on criminal justice policy: programs and outcomes.
Registration
forms and information
may be obtained
from WSSA, Box
32890, Texas Christian University, Fort
Worth, TX 76129. For further
information on this session please contact
Scott Menard, Department
of Sociology/
Anthropology,
Eastern
New
Mexico
University, Portales, NM 88130.

Individuals interested in becoming members of the Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences, members
having questions
regarding
their
membership
status,
and general
correspondence
with the Academy
can be directed
to the office
of Pat DeLancey, Executive Secretary, Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences, University of Nebraska at
Omaha, 1313 Farnam on the Mall,
Omaha,
Nebraska
68182-0115,
(402) 554-3580.

Now in its 14th year
~
LOMOND

Police &
Security Bulletin
Formerly titled STS Newsletter.

A monthly digest of criminal justice
information. Treatment is succinct,
informative, with leads to more
complete, in-depth information.
•
•

New Methods
Research Findings

•
•
•

Experience Reports
Computers and Other Technology
Criminal Justice, Crime Prevention,
Safety, and Interrelated Systems

•
•
•
•

Literature of Merit
Selected Educational Opportunities
International News and Literature
Improvements
in Reporting and
Statistics

$48/year ($10 additional overseas)
ISSN 0271-7565

Lomond Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 88-CP
Mt. Airy, Maryland 21771
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES
All positrons offered in A CiS
Today are from equal opportunity,
affirmative action employers.

Criminal Justice Department,
Nevada, Reno - Two positions
ning

in August.

Both

University of

are open beginare state funded, tenure

track assistant/associate
professor level. Salaries
are commensurate
with qualifications.
(1) Corrections
Specialist.
Earned doctorate
(JD excluded)

Requirements:
in Corrections

or in discipline
directly
related to Criminal
Justice;
and
full-time
experience
in adult
civilian
corrections.
College
level
teaching
experience desi rable.
(2) Law Enforcement
Specialist.
Requirements:
Earned
doctorate
(JD excluded)
in
Criminal Justice or in discipline directly related
to Criminal
Justice;
full-time
experience
in
civilian
law enforcement
agency; and college
level teaching experience.
Duties
classroom

in
both
instruction,

include
undergraduate
supervising
independent

study and research
research/publication
service.

courses, advising students,
and university/community

Send vita and
Search Committee,

three reference
letters to
Criminal
Justice
Depart-

ment, University
of Nevada,
Search closes March 1.

University of Louisville -

Reno, NV 89557.

California State University assistant professor position
will be effective
in the fall

responsibilities
include
crime-delinquency
theory,
and/or
research methods,
and/or
an
open-topic
elective
(two preparations,
with a
four course teach ing load or equ ivalent each
semester).
Qualifications
include
a Ph.D.
degree in criminal justice or associated subject.
Preference
will
be given to candidates
with
demonstrated
teaching and professional
ence in the non-legal fields of criminal
The salary range is $19,044
year for a full-time
teaching

care

of

fornia

Department
State

Demonstrated
and a research

publication
record are also required.
Closing
date for appl ications
is March 1, 1983. The
position will begin in the fall, 1983. Interested
applicants should send a vita, transcripts,
three
letters
of recommendation,
and a copy
of
recent publications
to Dr. Gary W. Sykes, chair,
Search Committee,
School of Justice Administration,
Belknap Campus, University
of LouisKY 40292.

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee -

The crimi-

nal justice program has a tenure track position
available for fall, 1983. Candidates must have a
Ph.D.
and have a demonstrated
record
of
research and publication
in the area of organizational
and administrative
processes. Preference will be given to those with
additional
expertise
and scholarship
in corrections
who
are capable of working
with
the faculty
to
corrections

and organiza-

tion/administration
in the undergraduate
and
masters
curricula
for
criminal
justice
and
social work students. Applicants
must submit
a brief letter, three letters of reference, a vita,
and copies of relevant publ ications by April 1,
1983 to John A. Conley, Search and Screen
Committee,
Criminal
Justice
Programs,
University
of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
P.O.
Box
786, Milwaukee,

One

Cali-

CA 92634.
tenure

track

completion
of the degree is imminent.
Applicants should have evidence of interest in criminal justice related research; substantive
fields
are open. Teaching
assignments
will
include
undergraduate
and graduate courses. Application deadline is March 1, 1983. Applicants
must
submit
letters

a vita, educational
record,
of
reference
to Dr. Erik

and three
Beckman,

chair,
Faculty
Search Committee,
School of
Criminal
Justice,
Baker Hall, Michigan
State
University,
E. Lansing, M I 48824-1118.

Pan A merican University -

WI 53201.

The Department

Criminal Justice is accepting applications
tenure
track
nine-month
appointment
faculty
member
in law enforcement.

professional,
To qualify

on

Justice,

Fullerton,

vacancy as assistant professor will need to be
filled by the fall term, 1983. A Ph.D. is required
although
qualified
ABD's will be considered if

related
academic
discipline.
performance
in college teaching

courses

of Criminal

University,

Michigan State University -

position
student

redesign

to $22,896
per
load. Placement

on the salary schedule
is contingent
upon
qual ifications.
Send resu me by April 15, 1983
to W. Garrett
Capune , D.Crim.
(Chair),
in

courses in criminal justice on both the graduate
and undergraduate
level. Qualifications
include
a doctorate or equivalent in criminal justice or a

Louisville,

experijustice.

The School of Justice

Administration
is seeking an assistant professor.
This opening is a tenure track position with the
primary
responsibility
focused
on teaching

ville,

One tenure-track
in criminal
justice
of 1983. Teaching

includes
a 12-hour
advisement,
continued

of
for a
as a
The

teaching
load,
research, and

community,
and university service.
for this position,
applicant
must

hold a Ph.D. in criminal justice or related field
or J.D. with a record of scholarlv
research in
criminal
justice.
Specialization
in police
or
legal issues in criminal
justice
is preferred.
Starting
date for the position
is August 25,
1983. Appl icants must send a letter of aopl ication, detailed resume, copy of transcripts
and
three letters of recommendation
by April
1,
1983
to Daniel
K. Dearth,
chair,
Faculty
Search Committee,
Department
of Criminal
Justice, Pan American University,
Edinburg, TX
78539; (512) 381-3366.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
ACJS members who have changed
their
addresses
or
membership
status should contact Pat DeLancey,
executive secretary, so that records
can be updated.
This will enable
the Academy to serve its members
better. Send all notices to her at
the Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences, University of Nebraska at
Omaha, 1313 Farnam on the Mall,
Omaha, NE 68182-0115.

Claremont Graduate School Department
Criminal Justice - The school seeks to fill
opening

for a regular

in the Department
associate professor

full-time

faculty

of
one

position

of Criminal
Justice at the
level. Applicants
must have

the earned doctorate

from an accredited

institu-

tion. Teaching experience
in a graduate level
program is desirable. A substantial
publication
record and research involvement
is required.
Some practical
or consulting
background
will
be of benefit.
Applicants
should have a broad
interest in criminal justice rather than a narrow
special tv.
Requ ired
competencies
i ncl ude
system

analysis,

methodologies.

criminology,
The

individual

and

research

selected

will

teach courses and seminars in the above areas,
direct
doctoral
dissertations,
and engage in
publication/research
activities. The deadline for
applications
is April
1, 1983. Send detailed
vita to: -Georqe T. Felkenes, Chairman, Department of Criminal
Justice, Claremont
School, Claremont, CA 91711.

Graduate

ASET ANNUAL MEETING
WILL BE IN BALTIMORE
The Academy of Security Educators
& Trainers, Inc. will hold its 1983 Annual
Meeting on April 16 and 17 at the Baltimore Hyatt Regency Hotel located in
downtown Baltimore.
Some of the presentations
scheduled
will be: liability
factors
in security
training, marketing of security education
and
training
programs,
training
for
nuclear security
facilities, meeting the
threat
of terrorism,
and white collar
crimes.
For further registration
information
and
hotel
reservations,
contact
H_C.
Larkins, Community College of Baltimore,
Room 315, Lombard
Street at Market
Place, Baltimore, MD 21202_

WASHINGTON IS SITE
OF TRADE SYMPOSIUM
The 19th annual Trade Association
Law and Practice
Symposium
will be
held at the Capital
Hilton Hotel in
Washington, D.C. on Thursday, February
24.
The symposium is being presented by
the antitrust
law committee
of the Bar
Association of the District of Columbia.
Arthur L. Herold of Webster, Chamberlain and Bean is the chairman.
Further information and a registration
form may be obtained
from the Bar
Association of the District of Columbia,
1819 H Street, N.W., Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20006.
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STUDENT HONORARY
WILL CHOOSE OFFICERS

FREE INFORMATION
ON ABUSE AVAILABLE

L. M. VALLES JOINS
KANKAKEE FACULTY

The national
offices
of president,
vice-president, secretary, and treasurer of
Alpha Phi Sigma will be elected for the
1983-84 year during the upcoming convention in San Antonio.
To become national officers, potential
candidates must submit letters of intention to the national executive committee.
This is due at least six weeks prior to the
opening of the national convention
to
ensure that candidates fully understand
the requirements of operating the national
offices.
At the convention,
the floor will be
opened for nominations
to the offices
of president,
secretary,
arid treasurer
which consists of a slate of students from
one school. The nominations
for a slate
of these offices will close, and the floor
will be opened
for nominations
for
vice-president.
The nominee
for vicepresident shall be enrolled at a different
school. Each slate and vice-presidential
candidate will be given time to talk and
answer questions.
The actual election process will be the
first order of business on the last day of
the convention. Votes will be written on
secret ballots. Each chapter will have one
vote for the slate and one vote for the
vice-presidential
candidate.
The same
holds
true
for
the
chapter-at-large.

R & E Publishers will send readers its
free listings of important
information
sources on all aspects of abuse and
domestic violence. These are books that
provide practical help to victims, perpetrators, and their loved ones in straightforward language and at reasonable cost.
Professionals
and
other
concerned
citizens wishing to know more about
America's "quiet epidemic" should send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to R &
E Publishers, P.O. Box 8, Saratoga, CA
95071.

Leonard M. Valles, formerly coordinatorlinstructor
of law enforcement
at
Kankakee Community College in Kankakee, IL has joined the faculty at Wayland
Baptist University as assistant professor
of criminal justice. He will be the primary
instructor
for the 20-course
program,
which is in the process of merging with a
pathologist
serving a multi-county
area.
Professor Valles has a double major M.A.
in the areas of administration
of justice
and business management from Webster
College in St. Louis, Missouri.

OMEGA LAMBDA CHAPTER
TO SERVE AS HOST
Omega Lambda Chapter at American
Technological
University, Killeen, Texas,
will be serving as the local host chapter
for the 1983 national convention in San
Antonio. The chapter will be responsible
for organizing various convention activities.
Omega Lambda member, Judy Gardai,
is serving as a regional director for Region
V. Presently serving as chapter officers
are Edward Bonds, president;
Norbert
Kenyon, vice-president;
Thelma Turner,
secretary; and Roy VanSicle, treasurer.
Dr. Harper A. Hemenway is the chapter
advisor.
Other chapter activities have included
sponsoring a community education program in cooperation
with the Texas
Department
of Corrections
and the
Killeen Independent
School District. A
panel
of inmates
met with student
assemblies to tell their life stories in an
effort
to educate,
warn, and inform
teenagers about the dangers and consequences of the illicit use of drugs.
The national
office appreciates
the
willingness
of Omega Lambda
to be
the host chapter for the 1983 convention.

Announcing

for Sp-.ring1983 ...

Criminal Justice
Research Studies
Robert L. O'Block

Corrections:
An Issues Approach,
Second Edition
Travis, Schwartz & Clear

Research Methods
and Statistics
Hy, Feig & Regoli

Criminal Law
Justice Administration
Legal Series
John C. Klotter
While attending the ACJSAnnual Meeting,
drop by Booth #1 for more information
on these and other titles.

ANDERSON

Anderson Publishing Co., 646 Main St., P.O. Box 1576
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 (513) 421-4142
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"Order Under Law"
Readings

in Criminal

Justice

Robert G. Culbertson
Illinois State University
Mark R. Tezak
Illinois State University
264 pages

1981
OUTSTANDING
•
•

$7.95

FEATURES

a collection of seventeen contemporary and classicarticles which explore controversies and issues
in the field of criminal justice.
developed for introductory courses in criminal justice-articles are argumentative, readable, and
will stimulate classroom discussion.

ADOPTIONS

INCLUDE:

,\Ifred
University,
The American
University,
Arizona
State University,
Armstrong
State College,
Brenau College,
Chadron
State College,
College
of Notre Dame, Colorado
State University,
Delaware
Technical
& Community
College, Drake University,
Eastern Wyoming
College, Florida State University,
Hawaii Community
College, Illinois
State University,
Indiana University-Purdue
University at Fort Wayne, jackson Community
College, john jay College
of Criminal
justice, Kansas Newman
College,
Kutztown
State College,
Long Island University/C.W.
Post Center,
Marshall University,
McDowell
Technical College, Mercyhurst
College, Moorhead
State University,
Monroe
Community College, Montclair
State College, Muskigum
Area Technical Collegee,
Muskingum
College, North Dakota
State University,
Northern
Michigan
University,
Pennsylvania
State University/Uniontown,
Purdue University,
Rend
Lake College,
Roanoke
College,
San Diego State University,
San Jose City College,
Shippensburg
State College,
Sonoma State University,
Springfield
Technical Community
College, Stetson University,
Sullivan County Community
College,
Surry Community
College,
University
of Alabama/Birmingham,
University
of Baltimore,
University
of
Central
Florida, University
of Delaware,
University
of Illinois at Chicago
Circle, University
of Maine at Orono,
University of Nebraska at Omaha, University of North Carolina/Charlotte,
University of North Florida, Valdosta State
College, Western Illinois University,
William Rainey Harper College, Xavier University,
Youngstown
State University

CONTENTS
Part I. Crime: An American Institution
1.
2,
3.

Part III. Compromise
Courts

"Fear" -Charles Silberman
"The Nature of Law and The Causes of
Crime"-Jonathan
Casper
"The Criminal Justice Non-System"-Richter
Moore

5.
6,
7,

like a complimentary

Waveland PressInc.

•

The

8. "The Behavior of Grand Juries"-Robert Carp
"Individualized Judges"-Marvin
Frankel
10. "The Practice of Law as a Con Game"Abraham Blumberg
11. "Plea Bargaining"-Donald
Newman
12. "Making the Punishment Fit the Crime"Franklin Zimring

Part IV. Change Without Progress: Corrections

"Observations on the Making of Policemen"John van Maanen
((A Professor's
Street Lessons"-George
Kirkham
"Controlling People+-ejonathan Rubinstein
"Becoming Bent"-Lawrence
Sherman

If you would

Confrontation:

9,

Part II. Justice and Injustice in the Streets: The
Police
4.

and

13. "The Painsof Imprison rnent" -Gresham Sykes
14. "Prison Rackets"-Anthony
Guenther
15. "Incarcerated Women"-Arthur
Paddock and
Robert Culbertson
16. "The Parole Board Hearing"-David
Stanley
17. "Residential Alternatives to Incarceration"Paul Hahn
copy for possible adoption,

P.O. Box 400

•

write to:

Prospect Heights, IL 60070

or call: (312) 634-0081

2·1212
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Homicide

seminar

The annual
international
homicide
investigation seminar will be held at the
Marriott
Inn in Columbus,
OH from
March 20 to 25. It is sponsored
by
the Southeastern
Ohio Regional Crime
Laboratory at Hocking Technical College.
The honorary co-host is the Columbus
Police Department.
They offer participants in the seminar an optional evening
ride-in program to see Columbus from the
patrol cars.

will offer

ride-in

Among
the speakers will be John
Anderson,
director
of the Washington
State Crime Lab; Sgt. Tom Bevel, an
authority
in blood stain interpretation;
John R. Collins, Florida assistant state
attorney;
Sgt. Cecil Kirk, supervisor of
identification
and photographic
services
for the Scottsdale,
AZ Police Department; Dr. Lowell Lavine, a consultant in
forensic dentistry; Dr. Thomas Noguachi,
deputy
coroner
in Los Angeles, CA;

program

Harry 0 'Reilly, associate professor
of
criminal justice at John Jay College of
New York; and Ross Zumwalt, forensic
pathologist from Cincinnati, OH.
Further information
may be obtained
from
Ann
Schoonover,
Southeastern
Ohio
Regional
Crime
Laboratory,
Hocking Technical College, Nelsonville,
OH 45764; (614) 753-3591.
College credits are available. The cost
of $385 includes all lunches, a banquet,
all materials, and a certificate.
012183
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